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data usage
- transparency and access to information
- meaningful and contextualized data
- e.g. websites, dashboards, reports

opportunities
- informed participation
- anti-fake news strategy
- increase of trust

challenges
- data literacy and digital skills
- ‘opacity’ culture
- data availability
citizen participation (democracy)
- open datasets
- APIs
- agile and collaborative processes
- hackathon-style challenges

opportunities

- collective intelligence
- demand-driven opening process
- problem-driven approach
- better services

challenges

- data infrastructure
- ecosystem activation/ multistakeholder
- state capacities
- privacy
experience
cocreation collaboration (innovation)
- evaluation of policies
- analysis of scenarios
- design of policies and systems

opportunities

- artificial intelligence
- efficiency
- impact

challenges

- data management
- algorithmic governance
- bias (mitigation?)
- interoperability

evidence-based policy (management)
REDUÇÃO DA FILA: PRIORITYÇÃO DAS ÁREAS MAIS VULNERÁVEIS

A fila caiu, em média, 32% em toda a cidade, a redução mais expressiva da história.

Em alguns distritos, a queda chegou a 80%.

VARIAÇÃO DA FILA (EM %)
- de -80 a -53
- de -53 a -40
- de -40 a -25
- de -25 a -9
- de -8 a 28
- de 28 a 136
Thank you!

Any questions?
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